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Abstract

The investigation of EXAFS has grown to an important

tool for the analysis of the local geometrical structure

in complex systerns. The development of the method has

been stimulated by the availability of high intensity

X-ray sources. Iraproved techniques of data evaluation

are reviewed which perrnit accuracies for bond lengths

better than O.OO1 nm.



j_. Introduction

The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EKAFS) showing

up above the absorption edges in polyatomic Systems has been

atudied since the thirties '. The interest in EXAFS is grow-

ing since the usefulness of this fine structure for structu-

ral analysis has been demonstrated ' . EXAFS is well known

to be an interference phenomenonl . Photoelectrons produced

by the absorption of photons are scattered by the nearest

neighbours of the absorbing atom. The superposition of out-

going and backscattered waves produces oscillations in the

matrix element of the transition probability. Periodicity and

amplitude of these oscillations are determined by the parameters

of the local ordering around the central atom, i.e. bond

lengths and coordination numbers.

Structural analysis by means of EXAFS has been performed on a

-, ^ , (7-10) , ,_. (11-14)
wiae ränge of polyatomic molecules , Solutions ,

äs well äs amorphous and crystalline solids.

EXAFS oscillations have also been observed in x-ray fluores-

cence , ultraviolet luminescence , Auger electron

emission' , and total photoelectron yield1 äs a

function of the photon energy. These alternative techniques

open new ways of studying highly dilute materials äs biologi-

(32)
cal Systems or adsorbates on surfaces

In the following chapter the experimental facilities are de-

scribed which provide high accuracy absorption data. In

chapter 3 alternative techniques to extract bond lengths from
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experimental data are reviewed briefly. The improvement of

spatial resolution by utilizing the beating in EXAFS caused by

the superposition of contributions frorn close lying Shells of

scattering atoms is discussed in chapter 4. Finally the con-

sequences of non-Symmetrie pairdistribution functions for the

structural analysis are outlined in chapter 5.

2. Experimental cpnditions

One ofthe major improvements in the experimental conditions

turned out to be the use of high energy electron accelerators

äs high brilliancy X-ray sources. Figure 1 shows a comparison

of the intensities of the brernsstrahlung and K lines of an

X-ray tube with copper anöde {45 kV, 5O mA, 20° take off angle)

(dashed lines) with the Synchrotronradiation (SR) of the

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron at 10 mA electron current

(solid lines). For the X-ray tube the usable solid angle has

been taken äs parameter. The lowest two dashed lines repre-

sent typical intensities available with flat crystal monochro-

mators. The SR intensity at various electron energies is shown

for an exit slit of 10 mm height and 0.7 mm width at a distance

of 40 m from the tangent point. The horizontal and vertical

electron beam size has been taken to be 10 mm and l mm re-

spectively. This leads to a total divergence of 0.28 x 0.26

mrad (vertical and horizontal). Figure 1 shows that at

aufficient high electron energies the intensity of the SR

surmounts that of the bremsstrahlung by several Orders of

magnitude.



Several experimental improvements to gain intensity are pos-

sible with both sources. At electron accelerators focussing

premirrors allow the collection of larger solid angles. A

gain of one order of magnitude in the total intensity avail-

able at the experiment together with gain of two Orders of

magnitude in brightness have been obtained at the Stanford

Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory . On the other hand the

available intensity of X-ray tubcs can be increased by using

focusing X-ray monochromators. "Synchrotron like" intensities

(34)
with a conventional tube have been reported . A further gain

of at least an order of magnitude can be made by the utiliza-

tion of multichannel detectors. Optical multichannel analyzers

are widely used in the visible or near ultraviolet region. To-

gether with thin film scintillators these detectors could be

used in the X-ray region.

The experimental setup for EXAFS studies with Synchrotron ra-

diation at DESY is shown in Fig.2 . The Synchrotron radia-

tion is monochromatized with a channelcut crystal. Usually Ge

and Si crystals with surfaces parallel to f11l}or (220J are

used. The {111} structure factor ellminates second order re-

flection thus reduces the problem of higher order reflections.

The monochromatic radiation is monitored by ionization cham-

bers. The Signals of the chambers are amplified by fast cur-

rent amplifiers and converted to pulse trains the frequencics

of which are proportional to the output voltages of the ampli-

fiers. The number of pulses integrated within a preset timc

are stored in a Computer. The Computer controls the angular

setting of the gonioraeter and the position of the table onto

which ionization chamber and sample are mounted.

3. Experimental results and evaluation of bond lengths

For simplicity, we will consider only K-edge EXAFS in the

following. The absorption coefficient can then be expressed

äs

(D M

Here ,u and /u,M are monotonous absorption coefficients due

to excitation of K-shell electrons(,u T.) and weaker bound
/ OJN .

electrons { ,0...) . Structural informations i.e. bond lengths
/ J_iM

and coordination numbers can be extracted from X • Tne gene-

rally adopted dependence of the fine structure on the wave

number k of the photoelectrons is given by

(2)

with

(3)

and

x(k) = k ̂  Aitk)

Ai(k) = (N./R2) I f . (n,k)| exp(-2o2k2)exp(-2Ri/L)

(4) vp . (k) = 2kR. + 4" . fk]

Here lf.(n,k}| means the backscattering amplitude of the

electrons. The N. identical scattering atoms at a distance R.
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are grouped together in scattering Shells. The first exponen-

tial in eq.3 describes the thermal disorder of the atoms with

2
mean square relative displacements 0. around their averaoe

positions. In the last term of eq.3 the damping of the electron

wave due to inelastic scattering processes is introduced by a

mean free path L of the photoelectrons. The scattering phase

it> . (k) = 26 -t- arg(flTr,k)) considers the influence of the ab-

sorbing (ö ) and scattering (arg f(n,k)) atom potentials on

the photoelectron wave. The wavenumbers k are calculated from

(5)
2 1 /?

k = (2m/fT(hv - E0J) '

Here hv is the photon energy. The reference energy E in

general is unknown. In most cases one-half the Step height of

the edge is used äs E although this can lead to considerable

errors in the determination of bond lengths äs will be dis-

cussed later.

All methods to evaluate bond lengths front EXAFS are based on

the general concept of the transferability of phase

(1 Jfi Ifi}
shiftsk ' ' ', i.e. the k-dependences of the scattering

phases are characteristic for the absorbing -and scattering

atom pair. Changes of 0(k) due to the chemical environment

only play a minor role. Therefore 0 (k) can be calculated for

isolated atoms or extracted from experimental spectra of ma-

terials with known geometry and applied to Systems of unknown

geometrical structure.

To extract Information about single scattering Shells from

experimental spectra, which in general represent superpositions

of contributions from several scattering Shells, several

approaches have been used:

i) A fit with parametrized envelope functions A,(k) and

phases <J>. (k) has been applied to experimental

spectra ' , whereas for simple fine structures, i.e.

EXAFS caused by only a single scattering shell, this method

yields reliable structural information/ the increasing nutnber

of parameters in Systems with more than one shell limits the

applicability of this method.

ii) Experimental spectra have been compared with fine struc-

tures calculated from theoretical backscattering amplitudes

and phase shifts ' '. Backscattering amplitudes |f(itfk)|

and phases 5-(k) and arg(f(Ti,k)| have been calculated indivi-

{40 41)
dually ' . An arbitrary combination of absorber and back-

scatterer can be chosen by simply adding the two phase terms.

Unfortunately no theoretical phase shifts are available for

(39)
alkaline (except arg f(n,k) of K and Ha } and alkaline

earth metals and for elements with Z > 35.

iii) The most widely applicable method seems to be the

Fourier transform technique, The severe problem in this tech-

nique is the limited ränge in k-space from which EXAFS infor-

mations can be extracted. The ränge below k = 30 nm ,where

manybody interactions and density of state effects have to

be included in the description of the fine structure, is not

adequately described by eq.2, and therefore has to be exclu-

ded from the dataprocessing. At high k-values the damping due
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to atoraic vibrations and due to the decrease of the back-

scattering amplitudes limit the ränge where EXAFS can be ob-

served with significant amplitudes. These facts broaden the

structures in real space and limit the spatial resolution

considerably. Nevertheless the Fouriertransform yields a ra-

dial structure function which can serve äs a first survey of

the geom^trical structure. As an example Fig.3a shows the ab-

(14)
Sorption spectrum of MnO- . From this spectrum the fine

structure \Ck.) (Fig.3b) has been extracted by removing the

monotonous contributiQns ,u and /urf,. The background /u.

has been approximated by
(42)

= a(hv)"3 + b(hv)~4

where a and b are obtained from a fit of ,u with eq.6 below

the edge. The K-shell contribution ,u „ has been fitted by a

polynomial of second degree in k. The complex Fouriertrans-

form has been calculated by

(7) F(r) = x(k)W(k)kVlkrd(2k)

kmin

Here k compensates the rapid decrease of X(k) at large k-

values. The choice of the window function W(k) depends on the

spectral distribution of the amplitude functions A. (k). Gene-

rally an abrupt termination at kmin and less severe at k

leads to considerable side lobes in F(r). Different functions

W (k) have been used which smooth X!k) at the boundarics of the

transformed ränge (Gaussian, convolution of square window with
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Gaussian) ' ' . The magnitude of F(r) of MnO, (Fig.Sc)

calculated with a Gaussian window function shows three well

separated maxima which are caused by the first scattering

Shells. The structure below 0-1 nrn may be due to an incom-

plete subtraction of background. An atornic origin of such a

(44)
structure in EXAFS has been discussed by Holland et al

The scattering of photoelectrons by the potentials of the

absorbing atom yields long wavelength oscillations in k-space

which show up äs peaks small r-values in real space.

Compared to the true distances the peaks in F(r)| are shift-

ed due to the k-dependent parts of the scattering phases. Se-

veral approaches have been made to extract bond lengths from

radial structure functions.

i) In the simplest approach the scattering phases are assumed

to be linear functions of k. Then the shift of the peaks in

]F(r)j can be simply derived fron a reference material of

known geometry. For not too heavy atoms this assumption leads

to bond lengths with accuracies up to 0.002 nm. For heavy

atoms the phases show a considerable nonlinear k-dependence

In these cases the peak shift depends on the k-range under in-

vestigatiori and the weighting with different window functions

so that more detailed analysis of the data is necessary.

ii) A refined analysis of EXAFS in real space has been used by

Hayes et al . The complex Fouriertransform of a single

scattering Shell, a peak function, is generated from EXAFS of

a structurally known reference sample. The Fouriertransform

of EXAFS of the unknown material is then fitted by a linear

(45)



combination of peak functions allowing a Variation of peak

positions and widths.

iii) A third approach is the combination of the Fouriertrans-

form technique and the Interpretation of EXAFS in k-space '

The Separation of different terms in eq.2 can be accomplished

by a backtransform of a limited ränge of F(r) to k-space:

r2

(8) X"i(k) = 2{W(k)k3 ßü j"1 i F {r)e~2ikrdr

r1
From the amplitude function A. (k), the total phase 9.(k),

and, together with a known bondlength, the scattering phase

0 .(k) can be calculated. Once (p .(k) is determined, the bond

length R. of an unknown material containing the same atom pairs

can be determined simply by

(9) R± = (*P . (k) - 4> (k)) /2k

In general the R determined in this way show a considerable

k-dependence. Deviations of R. frora a constant value due to

termination effects of the Fouriertransform are confined to

sraall ranges at the boundaries. A k-dependence of R. over the

whole k-range can appear due to differences in the reference

energies EQ. It has been shown by Härtens et al that re-

liable bond lengths can be determined by varying E in a way

to obtain constant R. in the whole k-range. This procedure is

demonstrated for the first scattering shell of Cu in Fig.4.

The solid line was obtained by applying the theoretical phase

of Ashley and Doniach fixing the exoerimental E at the in-

flection point of the K-edqe. The strong k-dependence can be
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almost completely removed by fixing the zero of kinetic energy

16 eV below the edge. The result of R = 0.2554 4_ 0.001 nm is in

close agreement to the value of O.2556 nm determined by X-ray

diffraction . The resulting deviation below 40nm are due

to uncertainties in the theoretical phases and due to termina-

tion effects in the Pouriertransform.

Differences of bond lengths of the sarne atompairs in different

chemical compounds can be extracted from experimental spectra

with high precision. A backtransform of two isolateö peaks in

F(r)| for two different materials A and B produced by the same

kind of atorn pairs allows the calculation of

MO) AR = (k) -

This has been demonstrated for the nearest neighbour distances

(14)
in Mn02 and MnO. in aqueous Solutions . The fine structure

X !k) and the Pouriertransform F(r}| of Mn07 are shown in Fig.5

In both cases the ratige in real space äs indicated by bars in Fig,

3c and 5d has been transformed back to k space and A R has

been calculated. Comparing Mn02 with MnO, the Mn-0 bond length

decreases by 0.0231 nm. The deviation of A R from a constant

value by less than O.OO03 nm indicates the accuracies which can

be achieved for bond lengths determined from EXAFS.
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4. Beats in EXAFS

Differences of bond lengths of close lying Shells in the same

(471
compound can be extracted from a beating in EXAFS . The

superposition of contributions from two Shells in eq.2 can be

expressed äs

(11)

with

(12)
— ? 1/2
A(k) - A (k) {1 + C + 2Ccos(2kAR)) '

(k) «= 2kR + *(k) + tan 1 [̂  tan(kAR)} = 2kR + <D (k)(13)

Here C = A?/A , AR is the difference in bond lengths of the

two Shells and R the average bond length. The extreme values

of Ä"(k)/A.(k) and inflection points of <$ - 0 are simply deter-

rained by k_ = <nTl)/(2AR).
&

The effect of this superposition is shown on a synthetic EXAFS

spectrum with two Shells at a distance of R. = 0.16 nm and

R- = 0.19 nm from the absorbing atom using a phase $> (k) =

2
3,11 - O.G k + O. 012 k and a k-dependence of the envelope

— i fi
function proportional to k " . The spectrum for A = A~ is

shown in Fig,6a. Using a Gaussian window this spectrum was

transformed to real space , The magnitude of the Fouriertrans-

form for this case is shown in Fig.6b. From this figure a va-

lue for the difference in bond length of roughly 0.04 nm can

be deduced, which shows the large error in comparison to the
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assumed difference of 0.03 nm. Radial distribution functions

produced by Shells occupied with unequal numbers of atoms do

not show structures from which the distances can be determined

safely. In order to evaluate distances from the average enve-

lope function and phase the radial distribution functions have

been transformed back to k - space for both shells simulta-

neously. Ä(k) and $ (k) have been calculated. The k-dependence

of envelope and phase are shown in Fig.öc and d for four dif-

ferent values of c. In this Figure they are also compared

with the envelope and phase of a single Shell. In all cases the

modulation of Ä(k) can be Seen. From the minimum in Ä(k) for

C = 1 a value AR = 0.0298 nm has been calculated which is in

excellent agreernent with the starting value. For Shells with

C f 1 the minimum is slightly shifted by the slope of the am-

plitude A-(k) . But even for these cases the errors in AR are

less than 0.002 nm while a determination of A P. directly from

the radial structure function is impossible.

The phases (Fig.6d) show the expected inflection points. Their

k values coincide with the extreme values of the envelope

function and therefore yield an independent criterion for the

determination of AR, The accuracy is mainly determined by the

error of reading the k value of the inflection point and the

deviation from a linear shape of the phase in k. It should be

noted that for 0.5-^C^1.5 the average phase <j> (k) follows

closely the phase <J> (k) of the single Shell around the inflec-

tion points with even n values. With § (k) the average distance
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R of two Shells can be calculated. The change of the slope of

<i> (k) allows a deterraination of C. For C =* 1 the phase rises to

positive values while for C-^1 a decrease to negative values

around the inflection points.

This method has been successfully applied to the determination

(471
of differences of Cu-0 bond lengths in CuO and Mn-0 bond

(141
lengths in KMnO, . The normalized spectrum of KMnO. at the

Mn K-edge is included in Fig. 5 . The Splitting AR of the

Shells in KMnO. äs well äs the difference AR of Mno" bond

length and average KMnO. bond length have been obtained

from tbe backtransform over the ranges indicated in Fig,5.

Using eq.7 and 12 one obtains

= AR + (2k)"1tan~1 tan(kAR)

The experimental D(k) has been fitted with eq.14. The fit

yields AR = (O.O047 + 0.0003) nm, AR = (0.0125 + O.OOO3) nm

and C = 0.28. Compared to MnO~ in KMnO. the bond length of one

oxygen atom has increased by 0.011O nm and the bond lengths of

three ätoms have decreased by 0.0015 nm.
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ja. Hon-syimetric pjair distribution function

The fact that the assumption of a Symmetrie pair distribution

and the approximation of x(k) by eq.2 can lead to substantial

errors in the determination of bond lengths has been recently

pointed out by Eisenberger and Brown . They have shown

that changes of the nearest neighbour distances with tempera-

ture of zinc using eq.1 have been in error up to 0.14 S com-

pared to values determined by thermal expansion measurements.

For arbitrary pair distributions g.(R), EXAFS has to be ex-

pressed by
ao

If^TTAll -2Ri/L fg(l
-'. | T

/ »:115) s in(2kR. }dR.

Due to asymmetries in g(R.) and due to the additional asymmetry

2
introduced by 1/R. eq.1 must be replaced by

( 1 6 ) X ( k ) = I-
i' f 2 2

lüi+Si
2 - 2 l 1 / 2s in(2kR J +tan

where u(k) and S ( k ) are the asyiranetric and Symmetrie components

2
of g{R)/R . The rnost severe problem for the determination of

bond lengths arises from the additional k dependent phase term

tan" FTirf • It contains detailed Information about the radial

pair distribution which in general is unknown. Eisenberger and

3
Brown have approximated this phase term by -ak-bk with a and b

proportional to the temperature dependent second and third mo-

ments of g(R) respectively. With these assumptions they im-

proved their bond lengths of zinc to accuracies better than
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O.O01 nm. Most of these problems are removed when experimental

phases are transferred between Systems with äquivalent pair

distribution functions or if tan (U (k)/S (k)) is small. Never-

theless this fact imposes severe limitations on the determina-

tion of high accuracy bond lengths.

6. Conclusion

Improvements in the data evaluation by means of the Fourier-

transform technique together with the utilization of Synchro-

tron radiation have raised the accuracies of bond lengths de-

-3 -4
termined from EXAFS to 10 - 10 nm. These values bear com-

parison with data derived from X-ray diffraction on crystal-

line materials.

The methods described here have been demonstrated on spectra

obtained in transmission experiments. A substantial expansion

of the ränge of application of EXAFS will emanate from addi-

tional experimental techniques cited in the introduction.

The description of these techniques is beyond the scope of

this paper.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1: Comparison of intensities of an X-ray tube with

Cu anöde (45 kV, 50 mA, 20° take off angle, 1 mm

Be window) and the Synchrotron radiation of DESY

(10 mA) for various usable solid angles.

Fig. 2: Experimental set up at DESY (C current amplifier,

CR crystal, GO goniometer, IC Ionisation chamber,

LS lead slit, LT lifting table, RC reference counter,

S sample, SC Signal counter, VF voltage to frequency

Converter).

Fig. 3: Absorption coefficient (a), EXAFS (b), and magnitude

of the Fourlertransform (c) of MnO? at the Mn

K-edge.

Fig. 4: Determination of bond length of the first scattering

shell of Cu with theoretical phase shift of ref.5.

a) E fixed at the inflection point of the edge.

b) E shifted 16 eV below the edge.

Fig. 5: EXAFS and magnitude of the Fouriertransform of

KMn04 and Mn04(aq) at the Mn K-edge.

Fig. 6; EXAFS of two dose lying Shells with equal coordina-

tion numbers andAR = 0.03 nm (a). The resulting

magnitude of the Fouriertransform (b), the modula-

tion of the envelope function (c), and the scat-

tering phases are shown. C is the ratio of the en-

velope function.
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